HISTORY OV TTIR NAWWA'US OF THE CARNATJC
influence of the French in the Hcccan, the partition of the
Empire of ITiiul ainon^ the amirs, (he want of money, the
deficiency in the army, we may however sue for peace; but
reflecting- on the claims of Rixfi AIT I\han, who, under the
protection of the French is waiting for an opportunity to get
possession of the nisCunat of Arcoi, and on the hope of Nandraj
to attain authority over Trichinopoly and entrust it to the
enjoyment of jVIurari Rao as it was during the days of Asar
J3.li, we do not understand that the consequence will he any
tiling but the loss of the kingdom of the Curnatic. Wo do not
think that we will get even Arcot or Trirhinopolv. It does not
behove our reputation that we, in preference to the preserva-
tion of our borrowed life, lose the vast inherited kingdom for
the sake of which in reality my father shed bis-blood. In this
troubled state, 1 seek counsel from you, my trustworthy com-
panions."
All unanimously gave the reply. 4tln these delicate times
we do not find any way but to risk our lives according to your
command.1*
Thc'Nawwab replied, "The same is our counsel. As long
as our breath remains we, in your company, will hold in our,
hands the sword and try according to the maxim, *Thc sword
is the best of stratagems.' Since victory is from the side of
Allah, it is possible we may achieve success against our
enemies By the grace of Allah we will be saved from
reproach- We will enjoy tranquillity in return for these toils;
or, the cash of life, which is worthy of sacrifice for honour,
may be spent in purchasing the goods reputed brave."
All those present again submitted, "We hear and obey.
At the time of action we will exhibit our devotion in obedience
to the commands of our lord. We will fulfil the duty of our
devotion/'
After this Haszrat-i-A'la pointed out to the soldiers the
tmpty granary where there were not provisions even for one
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